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subjecting the occupants to ongoing discrimination via disparities in historic preservation 

resulting in a lack of equity in archaeological representation. 

This vulnerable, voiceless, minority population has been adversely affected by disparities 

and inequity in the application of policies and procedures by West Virginia State Agencies and 

Departments, county and city governments, historically and in the modern era most notably 

beginning in 2004, continuing to the present day.  

The Complainants assert that the African American occupants of the Cemeteries have 

been regularly discriminated against as a consequence of supposedly routine governmental 

business.  The Complainants assert that no substantial legitimate justification for these disparate 

impacts can be made; time and time again the interests of the well-funded and well-connected 

few were prioritized above the dignity and of the human beings interred in the Cemeteries. 

Furthermore, the Complainants believe that effective alternative practices exist in the form of 

well-established regulations and scientific protocols in bioarchaeological and cultural resource 

stewardship which would lessen the potential for discrimination and provide equity in 

archaeological and historical representation.  This complaint will give the Respondent the 

opportunity to address deficiencies in their policies and procedures that can lead or may have led 

to discrimination in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.  

The dead speak for themselves through appropriate and equal representation within the 

sciences of bioarchaeology, archaeology, anthropology, historic preservation and many other 

related disciplines.  Lack of appropriate cultural property stewardship and barriers to equity in 

historic preservation often leads to irretrievable loss of important bioarchaeological and 

archaeological resources for African American communities.  Archaeological erasure due to lack 

of parity in historic preservation leads to skewed scientific data regarding populations of early 

trafficked Africans and African Americans, not to mention the loss of irreplaceable genealogical 

resources for the African diasporic communities in the United States.  The dead primarily speak 

for themselves through their own deposition and existence in archaeological strata, therefore the 

living must ensure that archaeology and historic preservation is conducted with respect to the 

interred as well as advocate for the preservation of important bioarchaeological/archaeological 

information that the interred preserve in perpetuity for their respective Descendant Communities. 

The living defenders must include the primary Descendant Community, the Afrodescendant 
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Community, and their approved allies and specialists.  In most cases, early trafficked/enslaved 

African populations were not permitted or had the luxury of maintaining family archives tracing 

their arrival from other continents.  African/African American burial grounds and cemeteries and 

their carefully preserved and stewarded archaeological strata are a repository of information that 

cannot be destroyed at the peril of the public health of current African/African American 

populations.  This important resource is under constant predation in the United States and, hence, 

the subject of this complaint.  This is a victims’ rights issue historically and in the modern era. 

II.  RESPONDENT 

The Respondent is the City of Ranson (CoR).  The CoR is a municipal corporation in 

Jefferson County, West Virginia. 

The Respondent’s actions and inactions in regards to the Cemeteries, both directly and 

indirectly, in the course of government business and preferential corporate treatment have 

severely and adversely impacted the Cemeteries.  

There have been many opportunities within the past 16 years for the CoR to intervene to 

assist these Cemeteries.  To date the CoR has not assisted and in fact, evidence may have been 

purposely ignored, excluding the Cemeteries and the undelineated burial ground of the interred 

from typical protection from predation through the instruments of city planning and zoning.  It is 

known that these Cemeteries are African American and the Complaintants believe that 

intentional discrimination has also occurred. 

 Regardless if the Respondent is explicitly prohibited from the practice of discrimination 

in violation of Title VI,  but then discrimination occurs due to the practice of established 

procedures and policies, or due to the lack thereof; the Respondent and their implementation or 

absence of implementation allowed various construction activities to proceed unchecked.  So 

then it follows that these actions or inactions, as the case may be, have caused irreparable harm 

to the Cemeteries, its descendants, and loss of African American cultural resources, both 

archaeological and bioarchaeological, as well as to the overall integrity of an important historic 

site that has not yet been professionally and methodically evaluated but exists within the realm of 

inclusion on the National Historic Registry.  This harm is obvious in that the archaeological 

settings and significance of these burial grounds have been directly destroyed, systemically 
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predated upon and consistently denuded of integrity while remaining under threat of 

archaeological erasure.  The Respondent, who has received federal funding as demonstrated in 

the sections below, is required to make every effort to abide by all laws of the Title VI of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964 [42 U.S.C. 2000d et seq.] and must have, or hire, under the appropriate 

memorandum of agreement, archaeological professionals who possess the awareness, skills, and 

training to respect and protect all aspects of this important African American cultural heritage 

site. 

While it may seem upon first inspection unclear to the Complainants why the CoR has 

given corporations special treatment over the Cemeteries, upon further review of the problem the 

reason for the current endangered status of the Cemeteries is complex and, consequently, can 

only sufficiently be studied through extensive research as it is the topic of many scholarly 

publications addressing structural and systemic racism, an unfortunate outcome of our imperfect 

history and ongoing topic of discussions related to our developing national identity.  However, it 

is clear that the Cemeteries and its occupants were left to the mercy of corporations, aided by the 

action or inaction of local, state and federal governing authorities, resulting in an absence of 

discrimination in regard to the Cemeteries and with clear intent to continue construction 

regardless of the consequences to the occupants, the Descendant Community, their allies, and the 

greater public health and moral welfare. 

III.  BACKGROUND ON THE TWO CEMETERIES 

A.  About Boyd Carter Memorial and Methodist Cemeteries  

The Cemeteries are located on Granny Smith Lane in Kearneysville, WV and lie within 

the Middleway District of Jefferson County, West Virginia.  The two named Cemeteries exist as 

two later formalized features within a larger undelineated historic African/African American 

dumping/burial ground at a known confluence of historically noted plantations.  The community 

where the Cemeteries is located has been historically called Harts Town.  Harts Town was a 

known historic African American community and is well documented in surveys on file with the 

WV State Historic Preservation Office (WVSHPO).  However, Harts Town, even with it’s extant 

historic structures and Cemeteries, has not been the subject of study or evaluation for inclusion in 

the National Historic Registry nor has this locale received a designation of historical 
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light and heavy mechanized vehicles in conjunction with careful scientific assessment and 

pursuant public comment on any future expansion of adjacent or area road surfaces. 

With the help of ground penetrating radar and research, grave plotting is underway 

(Exhibit I )  by volunteers.  However, professional studies are warranted and necessary. 5

Volunteers do not always have the specialized training necessary or the proper oversight by 

professionals, leading to intentional or unintentional impacts on integrity of burials and Historic 

Registry eligibility.  Unsupervised volunteers may also engage in activity that may result in 

intentional or unintentional desecration of burials.  Comprehensive phase I, II, and III 

archaeological studies are needed to detect burials, protect them from damage or loss, and 

mitigate adverse effects.  As indicated in the GPR report, many burials could be depreciated and 

lack outlines of typical funerary components such as caskets.  Caskets of unknown composition 

or other funerary components may now exist as a soil and biomass matrix of inestimable 

scientific and bioarchaeological value.  Infiltration of vegetation makes burials harder to detect 

solely with GPR: 

“We found that the soil allowed for maximum GPR depth penetration of 5’ in areas 
outside of heavy vegetation. Findings ranged from confirmed potential graves to potential 
voids. As stated in the limitations, due to the age of many of the graves and the unknown 
caskets that the deceased were buried in, many of these graves could be extremely 
depreciated over time. Therefore, minimal voids could indicate the presence of remnants 
and were marked out accordingly.”  6

 
On August 17, 2020, a second GPR study, in need of further peer and public review, was 

completed on the east side and south side of the Cemeteries by consultants paid by Rockwool. 

We do not have access to the report, however, we have obtained photographs from the Methodist 

cemetery trustees that indicate informal burials were discovered beyond the currently known 

eastern margins per the August 17, 2020, GPR study.  Please note that all graves (marked and 

unmarked) beyond the Cemeteries’ boundaries on the east and south side lay within the CoR 

District/Rockwool property. ( Exhibit J 1-11)  

5 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?fbclid=IwAR1WJENg6cJT6a4B-dwJUtGStgd8EEfGRl-ywbaopukS8FrHE1na7w z
6tk&mid=1qnKOs6az5pwhfeLjn3w6nIzzEEcQUZYU&ll=39.37681500000004%2C-77.88196900000001&z=19 

6 Ground Penetrating Radar Report - page 2 
https://drive google com/file/d/1rTSoCM2ore0pp0Rgt7UD6BIjkpTCud_e/view?usp=sharing 
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No parties contacted the Boyd Carter Memorial Cemetery heirs or descendant community 

for collaboration in order to establish a typical memorandum of agreement per our knowledge of 

the GPR survey activity on August 17, 2020, which seemingly necessitated clear cutting and 

removal of trees and vegetation ( Exhibit J 8 - 9) on the date of August 15, 2020.  GPR is difficult 

to perform in areas where roots, tree trunks, and thick invasive vegetation occurs and is not the 

only existing nor is it always the most appropriate archaeological methodology used in 

delineation of historic cemeteries.  GPR should be utilized in concert with other methodologies 

within a definitive scope of work and site plan.  Prior to the beginning of the GPR survey, 

vegetation was summarily chopped and hacked down by unsupervised landscaping personnel. 

Because formal and informal mortuary markers within the fenceline had become intertwined 

with vegetation, and due to the haphazard and unsupervised removal of integrated vegetation (a 

common and known feature of many African American burial grounds and cemeteries) burial 

markers were disturbed, destroyed, and removed.  Damage to the Cemeteries, desecration and 

loss of burials, destruction of archaeological stratigraphy and any other damage to historic 

registry eligibility due to this unsupervised landscaping activity has not yet been assessed or 

determined.  Preparation for appropriate archaeological study should never include damage and 

unmitigated impact to the historicity or archaeological integrity of a site.  In the case of any 

cemetery, any significant work should be conducted with appropriate period for public 

engagement and submission of comments and per an extensive interaction with an informed 

Descendant Community for professional education and consultation and allowing also for 

appropriately-informed decision making activity.  

Slave burials can be marked by trees and vegetation (yuccas, rose bushes, etc.) and 

burials have been identified within these Cemeteries indicating such African American funerary 

practices.  It is not necessary to clear cut all vegetation along the margins or within the currently 

known boundaries of the Cemeteries.  In fact, placement of certain plants and vegetation is noted 

in scholarly works related to African American funerary practices as commemorative in nature 

and as a funerary offering in perpetuity.   In addition to trees and vegetation being used as 7

7 Jamieson, Ross W. “Material Culture and Social Death: African American Burial Practices, Historical 
Archaeology, 1996, 29(4):39-58. 

https://users.clas.ufl.edu/davidson/Historical%20archaeology%20fall%202015/Week%2012%20Mortuary/
Jamieson%201995.pdf 
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markers and offerings, African and African American funerary traditions include a belief that 

ancestral burials exist not separate from but as part of the complex ecosystem of the Cemetery, 

so it is incredibly inconsiderate to destroy these plants without liaison activity and oversight by 

the Descendant Community and their approved allies.  Clear cutting vegetation without an 

overall site preservation plan is an invasive practice that does not include or indicate knowledge 

of African American burial practices.  

In addition to the use of vegetation as a persistent funerary offering and environmental 

marker of ancestral place, use of bottles and pottery as funerary offerings are also known 

components of African American burial customs.  Bottles can be recent or historic, may be 

partially or completely deposited in the ground and may be associated with metal objects such as 

coins and tools.   Fieldstones, shells, quartzite and other materials are also known to be funerary 8

in nature when present within or around an African American burial ground.  Depositions of 

funerary offerings on or around burials can indicate repetition of long-standing practices of 

reverence and veneration of ancestors.  These cultural practices should be honored and respected 

by anyone who is working in the vicinity of the Cemeteries.  These burial components become 

part of the archaeological identity and comprise the collective personality of a cemetery. 

The African American Cemeteries that are the subject of this complaint are undeniably 

both a complex historic site with highly sensitive, archaeological strata and a living cemetery in 

current use by descendants.  Delineation of the Cemeteries has not been completed.  Any work 

performed in this area, including trimming or removal of vegetation, should be conducted with 

meticulous care and respect.  All work should be performed with consultation and involvement 

of archaeological experts specializing in African American burial sites.  The Descendant 

Community and their approved allies should be consulted and present during any work that may 

impact vegetation, funerary offerings, and burials.  These African American burials exist within 

the context of the visible natural environment, resulting in a holistic funerary landscape that 

functions as a living repository of ancestral knowledge and community that is not separate from 

the living.  In fact, any forced separation of African Americans from participating in this 

8 Davidson, James M. “Rituals Captured in Context and Time: Charm Use in North Dallas Freedman's 
Town (1869-1907), Dallas, Texas .Historical Archaeology , 2004, Vol. 38, No. 2 (2004), pp. 22-54 

http://www jstor com/stable/25617143  
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landscape of ancestral interaction and communication should be seen as indicative of a persistent 

state of structural and systemic racism within any mortuary setting, memorial museum or larger 

community landscape.  African American burial grounds and cemeteries can and should be 

considered guardians of the communal health of the living diaspora.  Any impact on an African 

American burial ground affects the public health of the living diaspora and should be grounds for 

serious study and consideration in terms of long term outcome of public policies. 

 Failing to respect and understand these Cemeteries for their historical and African 

American cultural significance is, in effect, purposely destroying it.  The refusal to become 

educated, listen to descendants and their supporters, and an insistence on disrespect for these 

burials and their existence is a continuation of the practice of structural and systemic racism. 

Cemeteries of any race and culture in the United States do not ever merit abusive machinations 

and depredations.  These Cemeteries are not being respected and handled appropriately.  Racism 

should never be taken lightly and it can come in many forms.  Any predation or abusive 

machinations that would destroy such important cultural mortuary landscapes are, in essence 

and, legally, in some localities and nations, hate crimes. 

 

2. Unmarked Graves 

Through research of death certificates and other archival resources as well as physical 

site visits, we have identified over 90 confirmed burials in the Cemeteries. (Exhibit A)  Death 

certificate research indicates that an additional 87 burials are listed with Kearneysville, WV as 

the final place of interment.  These individuals do not appear in Cemetery inventories of the 

other four cemeteries located in Kearneysville (Caucasian cemeteries at the Kearneysville 

Presbyterian Church, African American cemeteries located at St. Paul's Baptist Church, 

Hart-Lucas African American cemeteries located adjacent of St. Paul's Baptist Church's 

cemetery, and African American Methodist Cemetery).  A cross-reference check was also 

conducted against other known African American and non-segregated cemeteries located in 

Jefferson and Berkeley Counties.  

In addition to the additionally noted 87 burials, there is a high degree of concern that 

many of the historic informal burials and dumped bodies of trafficked/enslaved persons may 

exist outside of any currently known archival documentation per the knowledge that the 
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Cemeteries exist at a known juncture of plantations historically, necessitating the insistence upon 

a thorough and comprehensive delineation with all appropriate archaeological methodologies and 

at the highest levels of parity and equality attainable within the current historic preservation 

schema. 

 

3. Undelineated Historic Cemetery Boundaries 

As mentioned above, many unmarked graves are outside of the Cemeteries’ surveyed 

boundaries.  Ground penetrating radar has detected at least 23 graves beyond these boundaries 

and lying within the CoR District.  No extensive, systematic archaeological studies have been 

conducted on these Cemeteries and their boundaries remain undelineated. 

The WV State Historic Preservation Office (WVSHPO) discriminated against the 

Cemeteries by giving approval to ERM, Rockwool’s consultant, to commence Rockwool 

construction by incorrectly indicating that the Cemeteries would not be impacted by the 

construction and “were not in the direct footprint of the project”. ( Exhibit K)  Rockwool’s 

consultants failed to mention graves and informal burials on Rockwool’s property and failed to 

complete basic phase I studies that would most likely indicate that the two formalized 

Cemeteries exist within a larger undelineated historic burial ground area.  The Cemeteries’ 

graves exist within strata that are contiguous with and exist upon Rockwool’s property and are 

thus within the direct footprint and area of construction. The omission of relevant historical data, 

lack of appropriate systematic archaeological delineation, and lack of oversight have placed the 

Cemeteries in peril.  RAD has submitted a Title VI complaint with the US Department of 

Interior, Complaint No. PCRNPS-03-20.  

Multiple screening and requirements per NEPA, NHPA, AHPA, and ARPA as well as 

per state and local cultural resource management and burial statutes have not been completed for 

the Cemeteries.  Minimum due diligence, if any, has not been completed regarding the 

undelineated historic Cemeteries.  It is currently unknown if a formal 106 process has been 

instituted.  The complainants do not believe that a formal 106 process exists for these 

Cemeteries.  Absence of a legitimate 106 process is an egregious lapse in historic preservation 

oversight and fundamental civil rights abuse. 
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the trees in the Cemeteries have been there for years and research indicates that slaves buried or 

were forced to bury their departed in remote areas and non-arable land among trees and 

underbrush and sometimes used trees as burial markers. ,  (EXHIBIT Q and R)  Slaves were 13 14

forced to bury their loved ones in liminal areas deemed of low agricultural utility to their 

traffickers.  The separation of the descendants from their ancestors was also a tactic of traffickers 

as a brutal tool of dehumanization.  The Cemeteries on Granny Smith Road, the subject of this 

complaint, exhibits such geological features as a deep depression and a rock ridge located in the 

middle of the property which rendered this land unsuitable for agriculture. 

 Plantings of yucca, daffodils, and small bushes mark graves. ,  (EXHIBIT R, S, and T) 15 16

As is traditional of many African American burials, individuals were laid to rest in an east-west 

orientation.  Some of the burials are not only near family members but also arranged in extended 

kinship groups.  Additionally, there are tokens and symbolic memorials left on gravesites.  It is 

difficult at this time to determine how many remnants of these offerings, memorials, and grave 

markers are underneath, deposited in the soil at the Cemeteries.  Each such fragment is evidence 

of the interaction and communication between the living and their ancestors.  Comprehensive 

phase I, II, and III cultural resource studies are necessary to identify resources and define the true 

archaeological limits of site boundaries within the area of potential adverse impact.  No such 

comprehensive studies are known to have been conducted to date. 

Often, African American cemetery and burial ground traditions are misunderstood, or 

disregarded, and these important heritage sites are labeled as abandoned.  The University of 

Georgia states, “Consequently, these traditions, along with the South's segregated past, has lead 

13  “Grave Matters: The Preservation of African-American Cemeteries” by the Chicora Foundation, page 4 
http://www chicora org/pdfs/Grave%20Matters%20-%20The%20Preservation%20of%20African%20American%20
Cemeteries pdf?fbclid=IwAR2RIXr7kH3S-fWPvic6vGEfnZsA1I6VMPU5PcxZi1tkU3lRe6ja5f5a64c 

14 “African American Cemeteries and the Restoration Movement” University of Georgia 
https://digilab libs uga edu/cemetery/exhibits/show/brooklyn/african-American-cemeteries-an?fbclid=IwAR3eukiE
HFl0w6q2F7488J0UbAhvXKTA328V  

15 “Grave Matters: The Preservation of African-American Cemeteries” by the Chicora Foundation, page 5 
http://www chicora org/pdfs/Grave%20Matters%20-%20The%20Preservation%20of%20African%20American%20
Cemeteries pdf?fbclid=IwAR2RIXr7kH3S-fWPvic6vGEfnZsA1I6VMPU5PcxZi1tkU3lRe6ja5f5a64c 

16 “African American Cemeteries and the Restoration Movement” University of Georgia 
https://digilab libs uga edu/cemetery/exhibits/show/brooklyn/african-American-cemeteries-an?fbclid=IwAR3eukiE
HFl0w6q2F7488J0UbAhvXKTA328V  
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[sic] to the negative perception of Black cemeteries as being abandoned and unkept.”  17

Anderson cemeteries, mentioned in the citation, is located in Henrico County, Glen Allen, 

Virginia   and is included as a regional example of an African/African American burial 18

ground/cemetery. 

Many old cemeteries are in danger of being destroyed by encroaching economic 

development projects; however, it is more common that African American cemeteries are 

removed and erased from history and their communities.   The removal of African American 19

cemeteries and burial grounds has become such a problem that new legislation has been 

introduced to protect these cemeteries and burial grounds.  20

The African American Burial Grounds Network Act, also known as HR 1179, was 

created by Rep. Alma S. Adams (D-NC) and Rep. A. Donald McEachin (D-VA) to preserve and 

protect African American cemeteries and burial grounds and African American history. ,   21 22

Ignorance of a culture’s heritage and traditions is not an excuse for discriminatory actions 

(or inactions) by government entities.  It is the duty of the Respondent to at least respect the 

variety of cultures and traditions that make the United States a uniquely diverse country.  Every 

effort should be made by the Respondent to prevent discrimination on the basis of gender, race, 

17 “African American Cemeteries and the Restoration Movement” University of Georgia 
https://digilab libs uga edu/cemetery/exhibits/show/brooklyn/african-American-cemeteries-an?fbclid=IwAR3eukiE
HFl0w6q2F7488J0UbAhvXKTA328V  

18 “Marker unveiled at historic Glen Allen cemetery”, by the Henrico Citizen, May 14, 2019 
https://www henricocitizen com/articles/marker-unveiled-at-historic-glen-allen-cemetery/ 

19 “Gentrification is erasing black cemeteries and, with it, black history” by Christopher Petrella, The 
Guardian, April 29, 2019,  

https://www theguardian com/commentisfree/2019/apr/27/gentrification-is-erasing-black-cemeteries-and-w
ith-it-black-history?CMP=share_btn_fb&fbclid=IwAR3MpQ3gVHK0h1BuGPhZ81qkcFD3nyu6OtzYqEcqjYCS2P
DlGCOq618V-tk 

20 “New Legislation Seeks To Protect Lost African-American Burial Grounds”, by David Anderson, 
Forbes, Feb 13, 2019, 
https://www forbes com/sites/davidanderson/2019/02/13/new-legislation-seeks-to-protect-lost-african-American-bur
ial-grounds/?fbclid=IwAR1ZFLlfhyBgFE57zELkkh8iGqTwxFFs7R8BwlMGaQvBs11RpAWeEqhKAfw#3623066
85dd8 

21 “Lawmakers Introduce African-American Burial Grounds Network Act”, By George Kevin Jordan, The 
Afro, March 9, 2019, 
https://www afro com/lawmakers-introduce-african-American-burial-grounds-network-act/?fbclid=IwAR3kAbSfnJ
ZRjFyJQVeF4YjqMlme7PORb8AEfy20  

22 The African American Burial Grounds Network Act, HR 1179, 
https://mceachin house gov/sites/mceachin house gov/files/documents/2019-02-11%20Adams_McEachin%20Africa
n%20American%20Burial%20Ground%20Network%20Act_0 pdf 
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color, disability or national origin.  The Respondent, being a federally funded agency, should 

have the awareness, knowledge, and training to not only recognize African American historical 

sites, but handle them respectfully and appropriately.  It should be unnecessary to state that equal 

rights apply not only to living African Americans, but also in terms of treatment of the burials of 

their ancestors.  The approach of respect is a true embrace of a more perfect union and should be 

the minimum for compliance.  If any government should so choose to consider the ancestral 

bioarchaeological resources of any population irrelevant or disposable, then we should consider 

how the living descendants are being treated by that same government.  This essential disrespect 

is the basis for the persistence of the cultural property crime of African and African American 

burial ground and cemetery desecration in the United States in conjunction with the perpetual 

state of historically trafficked victims within an archaeological matrix of monetization.   The 23

monetization of the historically trafficked individual even in perpetuity, through the malicious 

use of zoning, and through suspension within a societal matrix of inequity in historic 

preservation schema, in tandem with suspect contract/compliance-based archaeological and 

historic preservation practices parading under the guise of ‘compliance’ or other such constructs 

of an historically divided nation can not be tolerated by a civilized society or be it to their 

internal and infernal detriment. 

Under no circumstance should the bioarchaeological resources of any race be subjected to 

perpetual trafficking and an unending state of enslavement.  These interred people should be 

afforded the same equality in archaeological representation as any other race.  Any disparities 

will be reflected in the fabric of our very nation and the current disparities in the treatment of 

living descendants.  This is the lesson of the importance of ancestors in the community of the 

living and why we must learn to pay attention to the treatment of the dead, entrusting their care 

to the appropriate Descendant Community, their approved specialists and allies, and not to the 

exploitation of the descendants of their traffickers.  They deserve this justice.  We deserve this 

chance to heal as a nation. 

 

23 Black Gold White Coma TRHilburn 10-2020 pdf 
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5. RAD’s Previous Title VI Complaint filed for the Cemeteries and the Interred 

Population 

On September 23, 2019, RAD filed a Title VI Complaint with the United States of 

America National Park Service, Department of the Interior, Office of Civil Rights; United States 

of America Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Civil Rights; United States of America 

Department of Transportation, Departmental Office of Civil Rights; and Federal Highway 

Administration Office of Civil Rights outlining disparate discriminatory actions committed 

against the Cemeteries and its interred population by the following Respondents: 

● The West Virginia State Historic Preservation Office 
● The West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection 
● The West Virginia Department of Transportation 
● Jefferson County Commission and its sub-agencies: Jefferson County 

Historic Landmarks Commission, Jefferson County Office of Engineering; 
and the Jefferson County Clerk 

 
The EPA has opened an investigation, Complaint Nos. 03R-19-R3 and 04R-19-R3. The 

DOI has opened investigations as well, Complaint Nos. PCRNPS-03-20 & PCRNPS-04-20. The 

FHWA did not open an investigation and deemed financial jurisdiction was not met, the 

Complainants disagreed. 
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was owned by Jefferson Orchards and its primary land use was agriculture for the production of 

apples and other fruits.  Included in this annexation were more than 23 marked and unmarked 

graves (Exhibit U) which the CoR usurped from the African American Boyd Carter Memorial 

and Methodist Cemeteries.  Many informal historic graves are marked solely with large informal 

flagstones or fieldstones, but even so, to trained professionals in archaeological and historic site 

preservation, had any been present, it would have been obvious that graves were being impacted 

and destroyed in the annexation process when survey work was being performed and further 

studies, conversations, meetings, etc. should have included discussions about any adverse impact 

of the work upon unmarked or marked graves.  As mentioned before, these Cemeteries lacked 

guardianship and the onus fell upon the CoR to research the Cemeteries, survey for locations of 

any extant burials/graves in the area beyond the historic undelineated Cemeteries’ boundaries, to 

confer with descendants and the public through the normal model of a memorandum of 

agreement, and at the very least presented to the public legal notices in a manner and within a 

scope of timely response in order to indicate and announce that the CoR activity would impact an 

undelineated historic African/African American burial ground and its two formalized known 

historic Cemeteries, providing public opportunity to review per the fact that the CoR scope of 

work was within the environment of human burials and therefore may impact human burials. 

West Virginia laws exist that prohibit the destruction of graves and govern cemetery processes. 

The CoR did not adhere to any of these laws.  The CoR obfuscated, perhaps intentionally, 

information available to the public about possible adverse impacts to the Cemetery and further 

buried these historic burials underneath a miasma of bureaucracy, zoning and industrial 

‘redlining’ as well as making the process less than transparent to the public at large.  

These graves were bought and sold as chattel with the land, a possibly modern criminal 

activity and an opportunity for the morally reprehensible reiteration and perpetuation of an 

insipid bureaucratic insistence that the historically interred population would remain enslaved 

within the historic criminal scheme, remaining firmly in the modern era within the sphere of 

influence and clutches of the historic trans-national human trafficker.  In the end, the burials of 

these survivors, slated through zoning to be redlined, and dissociated from the whole of the 

Cemeteries and the burial grounds, laundered through absolute final archaeological erasure, 

rendered inaccessible as a bioarchaeological resource for their descendant communities, and 
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extracted for the last monetary ‘value’ of the primary criminal investment of that historic 

trans-national trafficker of humans whose criminal brutality reaches almost from beyond the 

grave through an infernal machine of bureaucracy that has no time for the preservation of the 

burials of historically trafficked souls, only working to promote the final ‘extraction’ of value, an 

earthly extension of a hateful and criminal United States history. All of this so, that, in the end, 

the real property could be laundered of the burials of the interred population and ‘flipped’ to 

extort the final proceeds of  historic trans-national human trafficking, a wretched grasping at the 

last illicit gain, the payout of a long arc of criminal activity that spans the entire timeline of our 

national history, a cold extraction of any value from the burials of these individuals, survivors of 

trans-national human trafficking, with little regard for their descendants.  No, they would not be 

spared from the clutches of their traffickers even in their eternal resting places.  This is a victims’ 

rights issue historically and in the present era.  

In other words: no justice, no peace. 

 

2. Ranson Renewed & Federal Grants 

In 2011, the City of Ranson and the City of Charles Town were selected by three federal 

agencies, HUD, DOT, and EPA, to serve as a national model for how small rural cities on the 

fringe of a major metropolitan area can foster sustainable economic development, transit, and 

community livability through targeted and strategic planning and infrastructure investments. 

This project was called “Ranson Renewed”.  Teams working on the EPA, DOT, and 

HUD-funded projects, as well as the Comprehensive Plan, spent a week in September 2011 

working and holding numerous public meetings and workshops to engage city officials, 

residents, and the business community in considering ideas and actions to help guide Ranson, 

Charles Town, and Jefferson County towards a future rich in opportunity for families and 

businesses.  Through the aid of Federal funds, in 2012 the CoR created and adopted its 

Comprehensive Plan which included the CoR’s new implementation of SmartCode zoning 

ordinances. 

Surely, all of this planning should have accounted for the proper stewardship and historic 

preservation of the Cemeteries.  However, inequities in access to and representation in historic 

preservation schema seem apparent to the Complainants.  Surely a truly “Comprehensive Plan” 
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that seeks to provide equity in prosperity also includes equity of representation in historic 

preservation and not solely as an abject reiteration of earlier historic criminal activity and a 

debased machine for the laundering of illicit criminal gains. 

 

3. 2012 Jefferson Orchards Rezoning Request 

On March 26, 2012, the CoR approved rezoning for Jefferson Orchards from the original 

zoning classification of Rural Reserve to Smart Code-New Community.  Within the Smart Code- 

New Community rezone were several transect districts (T1 - T5), a Special District Business 

(SDB), and a Special District Industrial. ( Exhibit V) This rezoning was allegedly approved to 

accommodate CoR’s new plan for Jefferson Orchards: the NorthPort Station and associated 

mixed-use community which will be discussed in the next section.  The 2012 rezoning of 

Jefferson Orchards would mark the second time the CoR blatantly disregarded and discriminated 

against the Cemeteries and the African/African American graves they extracted from the 

Cemeteries.  

Complainants argue this rezoning request should not have been approved due to the 23+ 

graves within the CoR district/Jefferson Orchard’s property.  Note the rezoning areas containing 

historic African/African American graves were approved for Special District Industrial ( Exhibit 

W).  Per Ranson Zoning Code, Industrial Special District (SDI) was inappropriate zoning for 

Cemeteries, gravesites, and graves: 

“Chapter 19A - Article 1 - General  29

1.4 Transect Districts 
1.4.3 The following special districts are designated for uses and configurations 

that are incompatible with transect districts, but that are consistent with Section 1.2 
Intent: 

a. Business Special District (SDB): a primarily single-use district for business, 
manufacturing, warehousing and light industrial uses. 

b. Industrial Special District (SDI): a primarily single-use district for heavy 
industry, manufacturing, and large employment complexes.” 
 

29 Ranson, WV SmartCode, Chapter 19A - Article 1 - General, 1.4 Transect Districts 
https://library municode com/wv/ranson/codes/smart_code?nodeId=Article1 
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Also noted on page 2, “Existing Conditions”, of Jefferson Orchards’ rezoning request 

(Exhibit X) information was omitted about the neighboring Cemeteries and the historic 

African/African American graves lying within the CoR Special District Industrial/Jefferson 

Orchards property footprint.  Even more egregious, the request claims on page 3 ( Exhibit Y) that 

the neighboring property to the west is “residential”.  Although the Cemeteries are located here 

and it should not be residential, this is not entirely historically inaccurate.  Harts Town was the 

community that surrounded this large African/African American burial ground and its two 

formalized Cemeteries that are the subject of this complaint.  What specifically makes this 

zoning egregious is the environmental racism initiated by this classification.  The neighboring 

section to the west is part of Harts Town, an historically African American community.  Harts 

Town still has strong African American ties and is a low-income community.  So, the planners 

and the CoR decided that the designation of a Special District Industrial zone to accommodate 

heavy industry users (future home for Rockwool) would be more suitably located neighboring a 

historically Black community and undelineated African/African American Cemeteries rather 

than situating the heavy industry to the east side of their project which would have neighbored 

Hazelfield , a property on the National Register of Historic Places and, horribly ironically, an 30

historic site built by a slave master/historic human trafficker known as Ann Stephen Dandridge 

Hunter, who claimed as her property some of  the very trafficked persons/slaves buried in the 

historic African/African American Cemeteries that are the subject of this complaint. 

The many marked historic and modern African/African American graves within the 

Cemeteries and lying within the CoR/SDI zone made it impossible to say this was an oversight. 

The CoR’s denial of graves and SDI zoning approval put this interred population in peril.  This 

‘redlining’ is essentially just another iteration of the practice as evidenced in historic 

preservation although it is no less offensive.  This 2012 egregious, discriminatory zoning change 

gave the future green light for Rockwool construction and the natural gas pipeline to serve 

Rockwool, causing irreparable harm to the Cemeteries, its interred population, trees and 

vegetation belonging to the Cemeteries, impacted and possibly erased summarily historic burials 

both formal and informal, caused unknown damage to the historical, bioarchaeological and 

30 https://en wikipedia org/wiki/Hazelfield  
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archaeological integrity of the overall site and the formally delineated historic African/Afrrican 

American Cemeteries within a larger cultural horizon of extant architectural and topographic 

features known as the historic African American community of Harts Town.  It is probable that 

there is an unknown adverse impact to the larger undelineated, unexplored surrounding dumping 

ground/burial ground at this site of an historic confluence of plantations which likely holds many 

more interred outside of the current known interred.  Please refer to RAD’s Title VI complaint 

with the EPA (Complaint Nos. 03R-19-R3 and 04R-19-R3 ) and DOI (Complaint Nos. 

PCRNPS-03-20 & PCRNPS-04-20) for details relating to the Cemeteries’ destruction of historic 

African/African American graves from above mentioned intrusive and destructive construction 

activities that resulted in unmitigated damage to an untold number of historic African/African 

American formal and informal burials. 

Complainants assert the CoR’s actions were intentional discrimination and a form of 

exclusionary zoning.  These historic African/African American graves were literally excluded 

from the zoning and the Complainants firmly assert that the CoR believed the Cemeteries and 

their graves were not worthy of mentioning nor saving from any future development because  it 

was a poor Black cemetery that no one cared about nor would miss .  They remained, in death, 

simply property of the nation-state that had once trafficked them historically. 

 

4. Northport Station 

In 2011, the concept for the Northport Station was created and the future home for this 

project would be Jefferson Orchards.  The Northport Station project would relocate the current 

MARC train station from Duffields, create a multi-modal facility, and a mixed use 

neighborhood. 

The Hagerstown/Eastern Panhandle Metropolitan Planning Organization (HEPMPO), 

conducted a study entitled  “Cities of Ranson and Charles Town Transportation Development 

Fee Study” for this and several proposed projects: 

“This study was developed with the Cities of Ranson and Charles Town, West 
Virginia Department of Transportation and the Hagerstown/Eastern Panhandle MPO. The 
transportation development fee study included estimating a “build-out” growth scenario, 
analyzing roadway congestion needs, identifying potential transportation projects to 
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address those needs, allocating project costs to new development, and estimating the fee 
structure for different land use types.”  31

 

In 2015, again the HEPMPO partnered with the CoR for another, more robust study 

entitled  “Northport Station Feasibility Study”.  The HEPMPO reportedly paid an estimate of 32

$108,000 to consulting firm, Michael Baker International, for this study.  The Complainants are 33

confident much more Federal funding was used on the Northport Station project as this project 

was a huge, multi-agency endeavor.  In addition, a task force was created to: 

“Working with multiple private, state and local partners and landowners (the 
Northport Task Force), the Hagerstown/Eastern MPO and its consultants developed and 
presented this study to the City of Ranson.  Northport Station is the proposed center-piece 
of a future smart growth transit-oriented development that will also replace the obsolete 
Duffields Stop on the MARC commuter rail system.  This study performed site selection 
analysis on the Jefferson Orchards property, performed preliminary environmental 
screening, determined station design layouts and costs, ridership and traffic impacts and 
provided an implementation plan.”  34

 

The CoR used federal funds from the $1.4 million in planning grants from the Partnership 

for Sustainability agencies – DOT, HUD and EPA to assist with the creation of their 2012 

Comprehensive Plan and zoning ordinances.  Jefferson Orchards and the Northport Station 

project benefited from these zoning changes to the detriment of the undelineated Cemeteries and 

an untold number of graves. ( Exhibit Z ): 

“Ranson’s planning efforts provide a vision focusing on Sustainable Communities 
and Complete Streets to revitalize the effects of manufacturing closures and vacant 
industrial sites. The Ranson and Charles Town communities are serving as a national 
model for small rural cities on the fringe of a major metropolitan area by fostering 
sustainable economic development, transit and community livability through their 

31 The HEPMPO study, “Cities of Ranson and Charles Town Transportation Development Fee Study” 
https://c666713d-dd04-4e6d-b967-64f6e43533a8 filesusr com/ugd/116f69_466536d4b0d5430cbffdb24010776ab1 p
df 

32 The HEPMPO, “Northport Station Feasibility Study” 
https://c666713d-dd04-4e6d-b967-64f6e43533a8 filesusr com/ugd/116f69_89ac8e49d7dc47ff9c7b97a084ced4e1 pd
f 

33 The Journal, “Northport Station feasibility study nears its completion”, May 20, 2015 
https://drive google com/file/d/1rDTLBZJka4mi4plfy_elr3qgzpJsUApv/view?usp=sharing 

34 HEPMPO description for Northport Station Study: https://www hepmpo net/studies 
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planning efforts and infrastructure investments. Working closely with federal and state 
agencies, Ranson has leveraged significant grant and local funding to create a new 
vision and plan for smart growth. This includes Ranson’s use of a HUD Sustainable 
Communities Challenge Grant, a U.S. EPA Brownfields Area-Wide Planning Grant 
and other resources to create the Ranson Comprehensive Land Use Plan, a Ranson 
“Smart Code,” and a site use plan for the Jefferson Orchards property as described 
in this report.” (emphasis added) 

 
CoR’s Resolution #2015-22 details the usage of federal funds and Jefferson 

Orchards’ new zoning (Exhibit AA): 
 
“WHEREAS, within the 2012 Ranson Comprehensive Plan, the Jefferson 

Orchards property is highlighted as one of the major development projects within the 
region and was selected by the Ranson City Council and Ranson Planning Commission 
as a property to demonstrate "SmartCode" regulations to promote 
traditional-neighborhood, mixed-use, and green focused development. The approved plan 
allows for a Village, Town Center or Transit Oriented Development. Within the 
Comprehensive Plan, the proposed relocation of the Duffields MARC Stop to Jefferson 
Orchards is supported;” 

 
A “green focused development” this land would never be.  The CoR’s misuse of federal 

funds to change the zoning to Industrial Special District zoning for Jefferson Orchards was 

discriminatory in allowing heavy industrial activities to occur next to the Cemeteries where, 

undoubtedly, the footprint of these two historic African/African American Cemeteries extends in 

the soil horizons beyond its undelineated and obscured borders, creating a scenario of 

environmental racism and archaeological erasure.  This zoning change would be beneficial and 

attractive to the heavy industrial Danish company, Rockwool, which would later choose the 

majority of this land including the area known to be a certain location of African/African 

American burials/graves, for their factory in 2017. ( Exhibit BB) 

“Under the adopted “Ranson Smart Code” land development ordinance, the 
Jefferson Orchards site has obtained full zoning and site plan entitlements from the City 
of Ranson to include commercial, residential and industrial mixed uses. The Transit 
Oriented Development (TOD) plan provides a smart growth vision for the property 
focused around a new MARC commuter station.” 
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While the Northport Station Feasibility Study admits to not fulfilling criteria for National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), it did highlight possible areas of concern and claims the 

report provided Environmental Due Diligence screening ( Exhibit CC): 

“An Environmental Due Diligence screening was completed for the parcel being 
considered for acquisition and development. The Environmental Due Diligence 
Document does not fulfill requirements under the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) but rather is intended to highlight environmental subject areas most likely to 
require detailed study as project planning progresses. If and when the project does 
progress, the appropriate coordination must occur with the WV Division of Highways 
(DOH), the WV State Rail Authority (WV SRA), the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA), the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), and other agencies as indicated 
throughout the Environmental Due Diligence Document.  A summary of the Due 
Diligence findings is provided in Table 3 and the full report is attached as Appendix B.” 

 
Note in Table 3, Appendix B (Exhibit DD) this is the 1st mention and admission of the 

Cemetery from the CoR/Jefferson Orchards’ activities that Complainants have found on the 

record.  Also note, the study recommends “Additional Coordination or Analyses Warranted”. 

Appendix B of this study admits to the fact that marked graves are known to exist within 

the subject parcel and that any future improvements to Granny Smith Lane will impact the burial 

ground (Exhibit EE ):  

“There are at least two dozen marked graves located within the subject 
parcel, north of Granny Smith Lane and west of the intersection with 1st Street. The 
graves are scattered through an area that is partially maintained lawn and partially 
forested (Figure 2). A complete survey of the memorial stones was not completed, but 
observed dates ranged from 1901 to 1990. The burial ground is significantly beyond 
the limits for the proposed multimodal transportation facility but may be impacted 
by any future improvements to Granny Smith Lane or by any transit-oriented 
development proposed separately from the multimodal transportation facility.” 
(emphasis added) 

 
The Complainants are forced to ask how anyone could step foot on this sacred ground, 

see headstones and graves lying within CoR district, and read admissions that these historic 

African/African American burials are located within the subject parcel and NOT take additional 

measures for historic preservation and archaeological  analyses.  This study provided the CoR 

with unequivocal evidence, in writing, of the Cemeteries’ existence, of marked graves within the 
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CoR district, and recommended some avenues for future proper handling procedures.  The CoR 

never heeded any of this study’s advice.  The CoR continued to brush the Cemeteries and graves 

lying within their District under the rug.  This CoR gross malfeasance would be detrimental to 

the Cemeteries and its modern and historic African/African American graves when Rockwool 

began negotiations with CoR and other involved entities before their initial disturbance of soils 

in November 2017. 

 

5. CoR Spot Zoning for Rockwool 

At the beginning of 2017 Rockwool, a Danish mineral wool insulation factory, came to 

Jefferson County and chose Jefferson Orchards (and the area of an undelineated African/African 

American burial ground with two known formalized Cemeteries) as the location for their factory. 

Under non-disclosure agreements and the code name “Project Shuttle”, negotiations began and 

West Virginia state/local deals were struck and red carpets rolled out… all without meaningful 

public participation. 

Rockwool’s purchase of the Jefferson Orchards parcel was larger than the originally 

zoned Special District Industrial.  A rezoning to incorporate all of Rockwool’s land (including 

both modern and historic African/African American graves) would be necessary.  Rockwool 

would also become the new owners of the more than 23 graves which extended beyond the 

undelineated historic African/African American Cemeteries’ boundaries.  

On September 5, 2017, the CoR again rezoned the additional land which were transect 

districts to Special District Industrial to accommodate Rockwool. ( Exhibit FF)  Less than one 

month earlier (July 18, 2017) the CoR City Council voted to change their regulations and 

requirements for Smart Code - Special District Industrial and Special District Business 

substantially removing many of the limitations on buildings, use, maintenance, and changing 

building height requirements to allow for Rockwool’s 21 story twin smokestacks ( Exhibit GG). 

These changes were critical to allow for heavy industry and to accommodate Rockwool. 

 Installations such as Rockwool would not have been possible without the substantial 

changes the CoR accommodated for and Jefferson Orchards was the shill for the rezoning 

application.  The negotiations for purchase of Jefferson Orchard’s property by Rockwool were 

already well underway and were finalized on October 20, 2017.  In addition, the CoR was 
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legal notice in the Spirit of Jefferson on July 6, 2017 ( Exhibit HH).  In the CoR’s haste to 

accommodate Rockwool and, combined with the publication of only one legal notice, this made 

public participation extremely difficult if not impossible for many stakeholders. 

The CoR’s spot zoning for Rockwool, once again, did not take into consideration historic 

informal or formal African/African American burials/graves lying within the footprint of what 

was now the CoR’s district.  The CoR once again discriminated against the Cemeteries and its 

graves, this time for a foreign, polluting corporation who also would deny any existence of an 

historic undelineated African/African American cemetery and its human burials within the 

boundaries of their property in due diligence reports.  Please refer to RAD’s Title VI complaint 

with the EPA (Complaint Nos. 03R-19-R3 and 04R-19-R3) and DOI (Complaint Nos. 

PCRNPS-03-20 & PCRNPS-04-20) for the omission of graves/burials on Rockwool’s property 

in Rockwool and state/local due diligence reports. 

All of Rockwool’s plat application and zoning should be revoked due to gross negligence 

excluding the presence of historic African/African informal and formal burials/graves on their 

property which has led to, but may include more than the current enumeration, elements of harm 

to the historic register eligibility of the Cemeteries, provided opportunity for unmitigated damage 

to irreplaceable and important cultural patrimony of African Americans including 

bioarchaeological and archaeological resources, and allowed the destruction of unmarked and 

marked informal and formal historic and possibly more modern African/African American 

graves.  According to the CoR code for final site plan application : 38

“Article 5 Subdivision & Zoning - 5.1.11 Final site plan application: 
b. The site plan shall show the following information :  
ii. Site Conditions 
All existing pertinent features, either natural or man-made , that may influence 
the design of the site, such as watercourses, tree groves, specimen trees of 
greater than 2’ caliper (excluding those within tree groves to remain), swamps, 
known sink holes, floodplain, jurisdictional wetlands per Army Corps of Engineers, 
outstanding natural topographic features, items on the National Register 
of Historic Places, grave sites, existing buildings, sewers, water mains, 
culverts, overhead utility lines, fire hydrants, and location of underground 

38 Article 5 Subdivision & Zoning - 5.1.11 
https://library.municode.com/wv/ranson/codes/smart_code?nodeId=Article5 
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utilities within the tract.” (emphasis added) 
 

As required by the CoR Code, a plan was never submitted by Rockwool to the CoR of 

Rockwool's intentions for the mitigation of damage or avoidance of historic or modern 

African/African American burials/ graves on its property : 39

“Chapter 16 - PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
ARTICLE II. - SUBDIVISIONS, DIVISION 7. - DESIGN STANDARDS 
Sec. 16-92. - Lots and lot size. 
General requirements. 
(11) The applicant shall describe, in text and drawing, how cemeteries, 

historic landmarks, gravesites, and historic structures will be treated, preserved, 
and/or accommodated within the design of the development. ” (emphasis added) 
 
Discrimination and environmental racism against the Cemeteries and its graves occurred 

again in 2017 just like in the 2012 rezoning of Jefferson Orchards to Special District Industrial. 

Again, Cemeteries, graves, and gravesites are not allowed in Special District Industrial zones per 

the CoR code . 40

Usage of Special District Industrial spot zoning specifically for Rockwool discriminated 

against the Cemeteries by not including the Cemeteries and its graves lying within their district 

into consideration.  Industrial zoning is not proper zoning for the Cemeteries.  This gross, 

intentional discrimination and negligence led to irreparable harm to the Cemeteries and placed 

any and all known and unknown formal and informal modern and historic African/African 

American burials/graves within the area of the two historic undelineated Cemeteries and within 

the larger context of an undelineated historic dumping ground/burial ground in peril. 

 

39  CoR Code  Chapter 16 - PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, ARTICLE II. - SUBDIVISIONS 
DIVISION 7. - DESIGN STANDARDS, Sec. 16-92. - Lots and lot size. General requirements. (11) 
https://library.municode.com/wv/ranson/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITHCO_CH16PLDE_ART

IISU_DIV7DEST_S16-92LOLOSI 
40 Ranson, WV SmartCode, Chapter 19A - Article 1 - General, 1.4 Transect Districts 

https://library.municode.com/wv/ranson/codes/smart_code?nodeId=Article1 
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6. CoR’s 2020 Public Notices for Proposed Ordinance #2017-302  

 In 2019, in response to a lawsuit brought by a citizens group, Circuit Court Judge 

Hammer found that the ordinance changing the zoning was improperly noticed and in doing so 

reset the zoning to “Smart Code – New Community”.  

In addition to not properly advertising the legal notice, the CoR is required by West 

Virginia state code §8A-7-5  to hold two public hearings, one during the day and one during the 41

evening:  

§8A-7-5. Enactment of zoning ordinance. 
(a) After the study and the report, and before the governing body enacts the 

proposed zoning ordinance, the governing body shall hold at least two public hearings 
and give public notice. At least one public hearing shall be held during the day and at 
least one public hearing shall be held during the evening. 

 
The CoR had two public hearings in the evening on August 15, 2017 at 7:00 PM and 

September 5, 2017 at 7:00 PM, however, no public hearings were held during the day. 

To appease the court and as legally required, the CoR properly advertised the Class II 

legal notices for Proposed Ordinance #2017-302 in May and June 2020 and had public hearings 

on June 16 and June 23, 2020.  The CoR used the exact same 2017 resolution language ( Exhibit 

II) which is fundamentally and technically incorrect because the owners are no longer Jefferson 

Orchards, but are now Rockwool.  The CoR did not change the language because it would 

without a doubt be evidentiary for a case of noncompliant spot zoning usage to accommodate 

Rockwool.  

Ranson’s public notice for this Proposed Ordinance #2017-302 was lacking pertinent 

information to allow for meaningful public participation. ( Exhibit JJ)  In this notice, the public 

was directed to Ranson’s website for instructions on how to submit public comments.  The only 

way for the public to submit comments was to first visit Ranson’s website, then submit 

comments through email.  Ranson should have included a way to submit comments by mail, 

listed an address or location to which comments could be mailed in hard copy format, and 

included that information in the legal notice publication.  Not everyone chooses to use or has 

41  West Virginia state code §8A-7-5: http://www.wvlegislature.gov/WVCODE/code.cfm?chap=08a&art=7 
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access to email and the internet.  No deadline was listed in the public notice for public comment 

submission.  

We witnessed, first hand, Ranson’s inability to observe timely receipt of public 

comments per their significant email issues and inability to respond to submissions, including 

RAD’s submitted comments.  On June 22, 2020, a day before the hearing, an additional 4,000 

pages were added to the already 1,697 page Hearing Agenda Packet.  It is highly questionable 

that the CoR Council could review over 4,000 pages of public comments in less than a day 

before the hearing on June 23, 2020.  The public questioned if their comments were even 

received and on the record for the Council to review.  RAD’s comment was completely omitted 

from the hearing agenda packet. 

 

7. Denial of RAD Public Participation for Proposed Ordinance #2017-302 Hearing 

On June 16, 2020, RAD submitted a written public comment by email ( Exhibit KK) for 

the record.  RAD is confident the CoR received their email as per a response from Ranson City 

Council Member, Amanda Stroud, who replied with a thank you for our comments ( Exhibit LL). 

However, RAD’s public comment was never added into the Hearing Agenda Packet for public 

record and to date, it is still not on the record.  On June 21, 2020, RAD contacted CoR to make it 

known that RAD’s comment was not included in CoR’s agenda packet. ( Exhibit MM) On June 

22, 2020, CoR Clerk, Ms. Pfaltzgraff, apologized for the omission and stated that RAD’s 

submission would be included.  ( Exhibit NN)  RAD’s comments have never been added or 

included in the public record to date. 

In addition, due to CoR’s technical difficulties in properly handling the remote public 

hearing via Zoom, many speakers, including RAD, were unable to deliver their oral public 

comments.  Through a letter posted on CoR’s website (and not a legal advertisement), the public 

hearing and final vote was moved to June 30, 2020. ( Exhibit OO) Again, RAD was excluded 

from oral comments.  The CoR only allowed a handful of speakers to speak and most were 

Rockwool allies.  The CoR approved Proposed Ordinance #2017-302 in this June 30, 2020, 

hearing.  The CoR based their approval on the notion that the zoning did not contradict or 

conflict with their Comprehensive Plan.  The Complainants argue the CoR’s Comprehensive 

Plan and all zoning for Jefferson Orchards and Rockwool has resulted in discrimination against 
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the Cemeteries because there is no architecture of compliance to cultural resource management 

requirements in these plans and zoning to protect the African American Cemeteries and the 

interred population within their district and that the Cemeteries, gravesites, and graves should not 

be zoned Industrial Special District by CoR code.  Furthermore, to take advantage of a national 

public health crisis (the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic of 2020) to selectively block the public from 

participating in the preservation and stewardship of undelineated historic African/African 

American Cemeteries is obviously a subject that is most relevant per the national discourse on 

racism and provides additional evidence of the direct and disparate impact of a public emergency 

on the living African American populace aside from the obvious disparities in access to medical 

care.  Who can be worried about historic preservation when their entire community is slammed 

by a pandemic?  And, if they were able to respond, the Descendant Community, the 

Afrodescendant Community and their allies were simply not given adequate opportunity.  Surely, 

this opportunistic use of a national public health emergency against the stakeholders of an 

undelineated historic African/African American cemetery is to be seen as an untenable and 

despicable action or, at the minimum, grossly negligent conduct. 

RAD was totally shut out of the hearing and public participation process and therefore 

was not allowed to discuss the Cemeteries and the concerns regarding adverse impact that CoR’s 

zoning would cause further damage to the Cemeteries and irreplaceable African American 

cultural patrimony and irreplaceable bioarchaeological/archaeological resources. 

 The Complaints assert that the CoR did not have all the facts regarding the Cemeteries 

nor were they interested to hear the issues, and intentionally excluded comments involving the 

Cemeteries, not that there is currently any confidence that RAD’s comments would have swayed 

the CoR’s opinion as the CoR seemed highly motivated in its commitment to appeasing 

Rockwool at any cost and has consistently denied the existence of these two undelineated 

historic Afircan/Afircan American Cemeteries and their important graves within their district for 

16 years. 
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8. The CoR’s Misuse of Federal Funds to aid Rockwool 

In an email obtained through a Freedom of Information Act dated May 14, 2018, from 

then CoR City Manager, Andy Blake, to Jefferson Orchards owner, Mark Ralston; Mr. Blake 

described how Federal funds were used to benefit Rockwool ( Exhibit PP): 

“2. Planning – As you know, in 2012, Jefferson Orchards was selected for a 
complete rezoning and land development plan free of charge to the landowner through a 
federal and local HUD Challenge Planning Grant. The site was envisioned and planned as 
a transit oriented development with about a 1/3 zoned special district industrial. This is 
the zoning that Rockwool took advantage of  and probably consisted of about $100,000 
in free planning that resulted in a completely vested and approved plan by the 
Planning Commission and Council .” (emphasis added) 

 
The Complainants argue that the Federal funds (taxpayers’ money) was used to rezone a 

large portion of Jefferson Orchards to Special District Industrial in 2012, laid a foundation for 

Rockwool’s factory, enticed Rockwool to that property, and saved Rockwool time and money at 

taxpayers’ expense all to the detriment of the Cemeteries and its interred population.  The CoR 

sealed the deal, and with it the fate of two undelineated historic African/African American 

Cemeteries, with the 2017 rezoning of the remaining 70 acres from transect districts to Special 

District Industrial to accommodate Rockwool. 

 

D. Authority 

1. Department of Transportation ( DOT), Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA), Federal Transit Administration (FTA)  

The purpose 49 CFR § 21 is to effectuate the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights 

Act of 1964 to the end that no person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, or 

national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise 

subjected to discrimination under any program, activity, or subcontract receiving Federal 

financial assistance from the Department of Transportation. 

The Complainants argue the CoR has discriminated against the African/African 

American Cemeteries and its undelinated graves within its district based on race and has denied 

their existence, excluded these Cemeteries, its interred population, and their Descendant 
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Community from its city planning, public participation, and zoning for the Jefferson 

Orchards/Rockwool property.  The CoR has used federal funds to aid in these discriminatory 

activities to provide preferential treatment to corporations and in doing so has led to irreparable 

harm to the Cemeteries, its interred population, and its undelineated graves. Specifically, the 

CoR has violated 49 CFR § 21.5, (b)(1)(i-vii): 

“49 CFR § 21.5 - Discrimination prohibited. 
(a) General. No person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, or 

national origin be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise 
subjected to discrimination under, any program to which this part applies. 

(b) Specific discriminatory actions prohibited: 
(1) A recipient to which this part applies may not, directly or through contractual 

or other arrangements, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin. 
(i) Deny a person any service, financial aid, or other benefit provided 

under the program; 
(ii) Provide any service, financial aid, or other benefit to a person which is 

different, or is provided in a different manner, from that provided to others under 
the program; 

(iii) Subject a person to segregation or separate treatment in any matter 
related to his receipt of any service, financial aid, or other benefit under the 
program; 

(iv) Restrict a person in any way in the enjoyment of any advantage or 
privilege enjoyed by others receiving any service, financial aid, or other benefit 
under the program; 

(v) Treat a person differently from others in determining whether he 
satisfies any admission, enrollment, quota, eligibility, membership, or other 
requirement or condition which persons must meet in order to be provided any 
service, financial aid, or other benefit provided under the program; 

(vi) Deny a person an opportunity to participate in the program through 
the provision of services or otherwise or afford him an opportunity to do so which 
is different from that afforded others under the program; or 

(vii) Deny a person the opportunity to participate as a member of a 
planning, advisory, or similar body which is an integral part of the program.” 

 

Since there are two DOT Operating Administrations who have jurisdiction regarding this 

complaint, the Complainants request under DOT 1000.12B the Departmental Office of Civil 

Rights (DOCR) to coordinate and provide consultation with their Operating Administrations to 
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ensure all requirements of 49 CFR Part 21 and 28 CFR § 42 for the processing and handling of 

this complaint:  

8. COORDINATION 
a. In some instances, more than one OA may have jurisdiction over an applicant, 
recipient, or program. The OAs, in consultation with DOCR, shall coordinate and 
jointly determine their enforcement and compliance efforts to the maximum extent 
possible to reduce duplication, promote consistency, and build programmatic 
relationships.  
b. When concurrent obligations exist between applicants and/or recipients subject to 
Title VI, OAs are encouraged to develop practices that promote cooperation in 
pursuing enforcement and compliance efforts. 
 

2. HUD Authority 

The purpose 24 CFR Part 1 is to effectuate the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights 

Act of 1964 to the end that no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or 

national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise 

subjected to discrimination under any program, activity, or subcontracts receiving Federal 

financial assistance from the Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

The Complainants argue the CoR has discriminated against the African/African 

American Cemeteries and its undelinated graves within its district based on race and has denied 

their existence, excluded these Cemeteries, its interred population, and their Descendant 

Community from its city planning, public participation, and zoning for the Jefferson 

Orchards/Rockwool property.  The CoR has used federal funds to aid in these discriminatory 

activities to provide preferential treatment to corporations and in doing so has led to irreparable 

harm to the Cemeteries, its interred population, and its undelineated graves.  Specifically, the 

CoR has violated 24 CFR § 1.4, (b)(1)(i-vii):  

“24 CFR § 1.4 - Discrimination prohibited. 
(a) General. No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or 

national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity to which this part 1 
applies. 

(b) Specific discriminatory actions prohibited. 
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(1) A recipient under any program or activity to which this part 1 applies 
may not, directly or through contractual or other arrangements, on the ground of 
race, color, or national origin: 

(i) Deny a person any housing, accommodations, facilities, 
services, financial aid, or other benefits provided under the program or 
activity; 

(ii) Provide any housing, accommodations, facilities, services, 
financial aid, or other benefits to a person which are different, or are 
provided in a different manner, from those provided to others under the 
program or activity; 

(iii) Subject a person to segregation or separate treatment in any 
matter related to his receipt of housing, accommodations, facilities, 
services, financial aid, or other benefits under the program or activity; 

(iv) Restrict a person in any way in access to such housing, 
accommodations, facilities, services, financial aid, or other benefits, or in 
the enjoyment of any advantage or privilege enjoyed by others in 
connection with such housing, accommodations, facilities, services, 
financial aid, or other benefits under the program or activity; 

(v) Treat a person differently from others in determining whether 
he satisfies any occupancy, admission, enrollment, eligibility, 
membership, or other requirement or condition which persons must meet 
in order to be provided any housing, accommodations, facilities, services, 
financial aid, or other benefits provided under the program or activity; 

(vi) Deny a person opportunity to participate in the program or 
activity through the provision of services or otherwise, or afford him an 
opportunity to do so which is different from that afforded others under the 
program or activity (including the opportunity to participate in the 
program or activity as an employee but only to the extent set forth in 
paragraph (c) of this section). 

(vii) Deny a person the opportunity to participate as a member of a 
planning or advisory body which is an integral part of the program.” 

 
3.  EPA Authority 

The purpose 40 CFR Part 7 is to effectuate the provisions of the Title VI of the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964 to the end that no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, 

color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
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otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program, activity, or subcontracts receiving 

Federal financial assistance from the Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Complainants argue the CoR has discriminated against the African/African 

American Cemeteries and its undelinated graves within its district based on race and has denied 

their existence, excluded these Cemeteries, its interred population, and their Descendant 

Community from its city planning, public participation, and zoning for the Jefferson 

Orchards/Rockwool property.  The CoR has used federal funds to aid in these discriminatory 

activities to provide preferential treatment to corporations and in doing so has led to irreparable 

harm to the Cemeteries, its interred population, and its undelineated graves. Specifically, the 

CoR has violated 40 CFR § 7.35 (a)(1-5), (b), (c):  

“40 CFR § 7.35 - Specific prohibitions. 
(a) As to any program or activity receiving EPA assistance, a recipient shall not 

directly or through contractual, licensing, or other arrangements on the basis of race, 
color, national origin or, if applicable, sex: 

(1) Deny a person any service, aid or other benefit of the program or 
activity; 

(2) Provide a person any service, aid or other benefit that is different, or is 
provided differently from that provided to others under the program or activity; 

(3) Restrict a person in any way in the enjoyment of any advantage or 
privilege enjoyed by others receiving any service, aid, or benefit provided by the 
program or activity; 

(4) Subject a person to segregation in any manner or separate treatment in 
any way related to receiving services or benefits under the program or activity; 

(5) Deny a person or any group of persons the opportunity to participate as 
members of any planning or advisory body which is an integral part of the 
program or activity, such as a local sanitation board or sewer authority; 
 
(b) A recipient shall not use criteria or methods of administering its program or 

activity which have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination because of their 
race, color, national origin, or sex, or have the effect of defeating or substantially 
impairing accomplishment of the objectives of the program or activity with respect to 
individuals of a particular race, color, national origin, or sex. 

 
(c) A recipient shall not choose a site or location of a facility that has the purpose 

or effect of excluding individuals from, denying them the benefits of, or subjecting them 
to discrimination under any program or activity to which this part applies on the grounds 
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of race, color, or national origin or sex; or with the purpose or effect of defeating or 
substantially impairing the accomplishment of the objectives of this subpart.” 
 

E. Request 

Based upon the foregoing, Complainants request that the EPA, HUD, DOT, FTA, and 

FHWA accept this complaint and conduct an investigation to determine whether the CoR 

violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d to 2000d-7, in their use of 

federal funds to discriminate against the interred population in the Cemeteries and any uncounted 

interred population beyond its undelineated borders with the CoR’s 2012, 2017, and 2020 

rezoning of Jefferson Orchards/Rockwool property. 

If a violation is found and the CoR is unable to demonstrate a substantial, legitimate 

justification for its action and to voluntarily implement a less discriminatory alternative that is 

practicable, Complainants further petition the federal agencies to initiate proceedings to deny, 

annul, suspend, or terminate federal financial assistance to the CoR. 

The Complainants request that the CoR enforce the halting of all construction activities 

on the Rockwool property until completion of a comprehensive and exhaustive archaeological 

survey including: 

An independent public commission : to include members from the primary Descendant 

Community, the larger Afrodescendant diasporic Community, two representatives from RAD, 

including commission-approved specialists in bioarchaeology, archaeology, African /African 

American studies, African American history, African American genealogy and other relevant 

disciplines as deemed appropriate by the Commission, to be conducted by a 

consultant/contractor selected by the Commission to definitely delineate the boundaries of this 

important undelineated African/African American burial ground at the expense of the CoR and 

to save this important bioarchaeological, archaeological and other cultural property resources in 

perpetuity for the future children and descendants of this important African American 

community and their public allies. 

 Phase I-III archaeological surveys: including planning, mitigation including salaries, 

as well as the typical costs associated with exhumation, staffing, conservation, repatriation and 

other related and relevant costs such as the development of archaeological and historic 
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preservation education for the Descendant Community, educational outreach to the public 

regarding the important history of the site, inclusion of commission-researched and approved 

universities and colleges in an archaeological field school and training program for the 

Descendant Community, their allies and public supporters, as well as professional assessments 

for an overall historic preservation plan for other cultural/historical aspects of the greater area 

known as the historic African American community of Harts Town with a goal to develop a 

memorial and museum-based tourist approach to preservation and conservation of this important 

historic African American community as a heritage site worthy of visiting in keeping with the 

concept of equity and parity in historic preservation and archaeological representation in the 

overall local developmental progress,  

Rezoning: The Complainants also request that the CoR rezone the neighboring property 

containing a currently unknown and undetermined number of interred population (Rockwool 

property) to an appropriate zoning as the Special District Industrial designation is not appropriate 

for Cemeteries, gravesites, and graves pursuant to review by and conclusions of the independent 

public commission regarding completed phase I, II  and III archaeological surveys publicly 

funded by CoR as described in the text above. 

We believe that, by including this insistence on equity in historic preservation within the 

overall scope of the development project, a positive outcome for all parties involved can be 

achieved.  The notion of prosperity does not have to exclude the greater good of the nation.  We 

will not idly stand by while important African American cultural property is summarily 

dismissed, knowing that erasure of the bioarchaeology of African Americans is imminent, and to 

be expected to accept that environmental racism is par for the course.  

 Evil prospers when good women do nothing. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The CoR discriminated against the Cemeteries and the interred population in 2004 when 

they made no attempts to utilize proper legal channels/processes for annexation and instead 

blatantly stole and archaeologically erased  historic African/African American informal and 

formal burials/graves and their occupants from the Cemeteries.  In 2012, 2015, 2017, and 2020, 

the CoR continued their discrimination against the Cemeteries and the interred population 
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through the application of zoning discrimination and spot zoning for Rockwool.  For over 16 

years, the CoR has discriminated against the Cemeteries.  

The CoR’s hasty, negligent mishandling of public notices, public comments, and public 

hearings for the 2017 and 2020 rezoning hearings did not allow for meaningful public 

participation and made public participation extremely difficult and barely, if at all, possible. The 

Complainants argue this was by discriminatory and by design, especially noting the purposeful 

omission of RAD’s public comment for the record regarding the Cemeteries. 

These two formalized African/African American Cemeteries are situated within what is 

undeniably a larger historic undelineated African/African American Burial Ground, a final 

resting place for victims and survivors of human trafficking and their extended families and 

descendants.  In no good and wholesome version of the United States is it possible to 

discriminate against this important historic site without causing immediate damage to the living 

Descendant Community members and the larger group of U.S. Citizens descended from the 

African diaspora.  This is and will remain a victims’ rights issue, both historically and until such 

time as we as a nation see fit to do right by these communities, their descendants, and their 

cultural heritage.  While history records a brutal description of the lives of individuals interred at 

this important African/African American Burial Ground, the power to do our American best 

exists in the here and now.  We can do the right thing.  We must recognize the importance of 

these African/African American Burial Grounds and champion their preservation for the benefit 

of our nation’s very soul. 

VI. SUMMATION 

This is a classic case of structural and systemic racism via zoning and environmental 

racism. The CoR failed to identify a disproportionate, vulnerable, minority population (the 

descendants of the Cemeteries and the interred population) within their federally funded project, 

causing irreparable harm to this population. The CoR has practiced environmental racism by 

changing the zoning for the graves to Industrial Special District to accommodate a corporation. 

This action will expose this vulnerable, minority population to considerable amounts of pollution 

(over 155 tons annually) that will fall down on these defenseless African American graves and 

the interred population.  This is environmental racism in its most cowardly form. 
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Since the CoR failed to identify a disportionate, minority population with its federally 

funded monies, the CoR failed to offer alternative resolutions. Since 2018, the Complainants and 

other citizens have brought the issues of the Cemetery to the CoR, Jefferson County 

Commission, and other WV government agencies. No parties will arbitrate the Cemetery issues. 

The Cemeteries and their Descendant Community are part of a marginalized, disenfranchised 

population. They can not afford the luxury of court costs, attorney fees, etc. to defend their rights 

and undeniable claim to this important site of African American cultural patrimony, an historic 

site with inestimable value as a repository of bioarchaeological/archaeological resources and 

cultural property. 

 Many opportunities for proper mitigation, public involvement, and appropriate 

management have been presented since CoR’s original 2004 usurpation of graves. Many 

consultants, contractors, planners, CoR city officials, and others have surely set foot on the 

Cemeteries’ sacred ground, viewed the marked graves, and walked over many unmarked graves 

of the interred population. If the CoR, et al. claims they had no idea about the Cemeteries, it’s 

undelineated boundaries, the many unmarked graves within their district, as well as the 

desecration and the usurpation of graves; then surely the CoR, et. al has failed to do one iota of 

due diligence per their Comprehensive Plan, zoning, and any projects and grants regarding 

Jefferson Orchards, Northport Station, and Rockwool. All of CoR’s plans, zoning, etc. excluded 

the Cemeteries and did not account for the graves they desecrated, erased, and destroyed. This 

negligence has caused a disparate impact on the Cemeteries and the interred population, 

predicated a loss of irretrievable African American cultural property, and discriminated against 

the Descendant Community. 

The Complainants argue that for over 16 years the CoR knew about the Cemeteries and 

the graves of the interred population which they usurped, yet had no intention of correcting their 

wrongs through application of proper historic preservation protocols and mitigation, and, 

possibly, intended on eliminating through absolute archaeological erasure any graves of the 

interred population extant within the areas of undelineated boundaries. Since the Cemeteries 

lacked official guardians, the onus of boundaries and graves fell on the CoR.  It is unclear why 

the CoR did not seek out trustees, descendants, or advertise legal notices regarding the graves of 

the interred population that they denied, desecrated and destroyed.  
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VIII. EXHIBITS - ATTACHED  
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EXHIBIT D - BOYD CARTER CEM. DEED (DEED BOOK 263 PAGE 273) PAGE 4 
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EXHIBIT E - JEFF. CO. TAX MAP - ONLY METHODIST CEM. APPEARS ON MAP; 
NOT BOYD CARTER MEM. CEM. 
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EXHIBIT G - APRIL 2019 GROUND PENETRATING RADAR RESULTS 
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EXHIBIT H - APRIL 2019 GROUND PENETRATING RADAR RESULTS - GRAVES 
NEAR ROAD 
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EXHIBIT I - BURIAL PLOTTING 
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES - PAGE 1
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES - PAGE 2 
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 

SIDE OF CEMETERIES - PAGE 3
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES - PAGE 4
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES - PAGE 5 
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES - PAGE 6 
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES, UNAUTHORIZED TREE REMOVAL - PAGE 8 
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES, UNAUTHORIZED TREE REMOVAL - PAGE 9 
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES - PAGE 10 
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EXHIBIT J - AUG. 17, 2020 GPR RESULTS REVEALING GRAVES ON THE EAST 
SIDE OF CEMETERIES - PAGE 11 
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EXHIBIT K - 04/03/2017 WVSHPO LETTER TO ERM, INC., PAGE 1 
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EXHIBIT K - 04/03/2017 WVSHPO LETTER TO ERM, INC., PAGE 2 
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EXHIBIT Q  - “GRAVE MATTERS: THE PRESERVATION OF AFRICAN AMERICAN 
CEMETERIES” BY THE CHICORA FOUNDATION, PAGE 4 
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EXHIBIT R  - “AFRICAN AMERICAN CEMETERIES AND THE RESTORATION 
MOVEMENT” UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, SLAVE BURIAL GROUND 

CHARACTERISTICS 
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EXHIBIT U  - AREA OF GRAVES BEYOND CEMETERIES’ BOUNDARIES 
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EXHIBIT V - 2012 JEFFERSON ORCHARDS’ REZONING 
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EXHIBIT W - 2012 JEFFERSON ORCHARDS’ REZONING MAP SHOWING 
CEMETERIES AND GRAVES 
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EXHIBIT X - 2012 JEFFERSON ORCHARDS’ REZONING REQUEST - PAGE 2, 
EXISTING CONDITIONS 
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EXHIBIT Y - 2012 JEFFERSON ORCHARDS’ REZONING REQUEST - PAGE 3, 
CLAIMING CEMETERIES ARE RESIDENTIAL 
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EXHIBIT Z - NORTHPORT STATION FEASIBILITY STUDY - PAGE 11 
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EXHIBIT AA - CoR’S RESOLUTION #2015-22, PAGE 1 
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EXHIBIT AA - NORTHPORT STATION FEASIBILITY STUDY - PAGE 1 
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EXHIBIT BB - NORTHPORT STATION FEASIBILITY STUDY - PAGE 12 
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EXHIBIT CC - NORTHPORT STATION FEASIBILITY STUDY - PAGE 22 
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EXHIBIT DD - NORTHPORT STATION FEASIBILITY STUDY - APPENDIX B, 
TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF DUE DILIGENCE FINDINGS 
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EXHIBIT DD - NORTHPORT STATION FEASIBILITY STUDY - APPENDIX B, 

TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF DUE DILIGENCE FINDINGS
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EXHIBIT EE - NORTHPORT STATION FEASIBILITY STUDY - ADMISSION OF 
MARKED GRAVES IN CoR DISTRICT 
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EXHIBIT FF - CoR ORDINANCE# 2017-302, PAGE 1 
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